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Manufacturer:
Unique Features:
Design/Style Notes:
Tagging:

Jersey

Wilson
The first original uniform designed specifically for the team (by The Denver Post’s Bob Bowie)
Durene® cotton-nylon blend fabric, V-collar; Horizontal seam attaches body front to double shoulder cowl

Specifications:
Color:
Striping:
Identifiers:
Front #:
Back #:
Sleeve #:
Lettering:

Home

Road

Tennessee Orange1
Single color, 5-stripe pattern; three white stripes
separated by orange spacing.

White
5-stripe pattern; three blue stripes separated by
white spacing

White
White
White
White on sewn-on nameplate of self material

Blue
Blue
Blue

Helmet

Orange (painted)
Caricature bronco logo designed by The Denver Post's Bob Bowie. Brown logo used
the first 4-5 games of the season before the logo color was changed to white by the 6th
game.
Single 1" white center stripe
Striping:
Undetermined if uniform #s were used with brown logo; white 2.5" NCAA-style sans
Uni No:
serif font #s straddling center stripe on rear of helmets with white logos
Facemask Color: Gray
It is possible that a lighter color of orange was used for the 1962 helmets, as
Notes:
compared to the color used for the 1963-’66 shells

Shell Color:
Logo:

Color:
Striping:
Misc. & Notes:

Pants

Socks

White
Solid orange
~1 ¼ - 1 ½” orange center stripe
bordered by dual ¾-1” blue stripes
along outseam
• Team Colors: Orange, Royal Blue & White2
• Original primary jersey color was intended to be darker “Texas” orange, but an error resulted in the
delivery of the brighter “Tennessee” orange1
• Brown helmet logo was the only color carry-over from the 1960-’61 uniforms (see Fig. 62-3 below),
but was used for only 4-5 games, replaced with white logo (See Fig. 62-2) by 6th game of the season
(Oct 14 at Oakland)
1

Faulkner, Jack. Telephone interview, 1998.
Denver Broncos Press Book 1962, p. 1.
Specifications and details provided are based upon information available to us as of the date noted through our own research as well as from what we
believe are reliable sources. It is possible, however, that new information may become available that would cause us to revise this in the future.
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1962

Fig. 62-1. 1962-’64 era home uniform (L. Taylor)

Fig. 62-2. Circa 1962 road jersey (J. Fraser)
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1962

Fig. 62-3. A 1962 season ticket sales brochure promoting the “Newcolors and uniforms”.

Fig. 62-4. Early design helmet with brown logo (F Tripucka, Sep 30)
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